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Date: 05.12.2015.

ENGLISH LAIIGUAGE LABORATORY TENDER NOTICE
Sub: Tender Notice/Call for quotations in sealed cover are invited from software
developers/reputed publishers /supptiers for the supply and installation of user friendly qualitative, interactive and activity based multiple user licensed language
software and Teacher Console facility for the English Language Communication

Skills Laboratory-Reg.
Ref: Orders ofthe Vice-Chancellor dated 05.12.2015.
The supplied software should invariably possess the following items of language:

l)

Pronunciation -Speech Sounds, Practice Exercises, Stress, Rhythm e'ld Intonation.

2) Vocabulary (Basic and Advanced)
3) Grammar (Interactive and learner oriented, both basic and advanced).
4) Conversational Practice (Activities on situational English).
5) Punctuation.
6) Listening Comprehension.
7) Writing Skills.
8) Interviewing Skills, Mock -Interviews
9) Telephone Skills, Telephone Interviews.
Negotiating Skills.
l)Group Discussion
l2) Grammar Games.
l3)Tests on Grammar, Vocabulary and Usage.
l4) Cambridge Advanced learner's Dictionary with CD.
l5) Oxford Leamer's Compass with CD.
l6)English in Mind (1, II, III and IV).
17) DK Series -Crammar Made Easy.
18) DK Series-Punctuation Made Easy.
l9)ABC Vocabulary.
20) Daniel Jones- English Pronouncing Dictionary.
I 0)

I

The following conditions apply:

l)
2)

The lowest bidder shall submit the software for scrutiny by committee constituted by
the university authorities. The tender will be finalized on due recommendations ofthe
designated committee.
The lowest bidder shall load the software duly by formatting and installing required
malware protection in the existing systems (30 No's) with Teacher - Console facility
and ensure user friendly access and effective functioning.

(P.r.o.)

--2-3) If hard copies ofthe same are available, they should be duly handed over.
4) The supplier shall provide latest and compatible versions ofthe software.
5) The supplier shall give warranty for delivered products and provide necessary service
and assistance in the event of software related problems.
6) The university authorities reserve the right to reject the software, iffound unworthy on
scrutiny and recall tenders.

Sealed quotations can be sent by Registered Post/Speed

Post/Courier or parties can visit

university and deposit the sealed quotations in the Drop Box available at Registrar's office
super scribed as 'Quotations for the Suppty and installation of software of English Language

Communication skills Laboratory' should reach The Registrar, yogi vemana University,
Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh, Pin: 516003, on or before l2th December 2015. The University is not
responsible for the postal delays.
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